Coupled circular resriied tree-body problem, libra ion poin , weak cap ure, lunar impai, lunar cap ure Digital Supplement is supplement shows additional results next to the results presented in Seion 5 (Disposal Results for an L2 Lyapunov Orbit). ree test cases are shown here: two planar Lyapunov orbits are chosen; one at Lagrange point L1 (between Sun and Earth) and one at Lagrange point L2 (behind the Earth as seen from the Sun) in the Sun-Earth system. ese orbits are chosen such that their in-plane orbit amplitudes closely resemble those of the operational orbits of the SOHO spacecraft (Felici 1995) at L1 and of the Herschel spacecraft (ESA, 2013) at L2. Additionally, to test the sensitivity of the procedure (using planar lunar target states) to non-planar transfers the orbital parameters of the operational orbit of SOHO at L1 is used. Some key parameters of the chosen libration point orbits are given in Table 1 in non-dimensional units in the Sun-Earth system.
e results given in this supplement are generated by obtaining lunar target states from the survival map shown in Figure 3 of the main work. States leading to lunar capture are seleed on the basis of their stable lifetime; those with a lifetime of more than 65 days are seleed. States leading to lunar impa are seleed by linearly sampling the parts of the map where impa occurs. e results are generated by sampling the initial orbital phasing angle values 0 at 1° intervals. For a transfer between two arcs to be valid a distance constraint at plane of at most 1500 km must be satisfed (generally solutions are in the order of a few 100 km apart). e results presented here serve as starting points for optimization.
An overview of the available fgures and the lowest cost found in the frst interseion (before optimization) are given in Table 2 for the 6 cases (lunar capture and impa for the 3 periodic orbits). 
